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Thugz Gone Wild

The homies have gone upscale and D.J.'s cock sucking is clear off the scale in this thug adventure that adds a dash a
salt to the pepper.
A review by Onan the Vulgarian
Thugz Gone Wild
Cast: Aaron Ridge, Marc Williams, Kamrun, Hot Boi, D.J., Hench Ramos, Justin Blade.
Directed by Jalin Fuentes for Pitbull Productions.

Ratings Guide

The thugs in Thugz Gone Wild have discovered set decoration, and it becomes them. The five two-man scenes are shot
in a white room with a simple, piece of modern furniture and a miscellaneous floral arrangement. Very feng shui, and it
complements the sex.
Aaron Ridge (chewing gum), who appears in the first and last scenes, has a black briefcase and Kamrun wants so bad to
know what's in it, that he's willing to let Ridge fuck him. They smooch some before Kamrun puts his jaws to work on
Ridge's cock and Ridge reciprocates the blow job before fucking Kamrun.
Marc Williams and Hot Boi are movers, and once they've delivered the fancy blue leather furniture, Williams remarks,
"We get paid by the hour so we night as well get paid and laid at the same time?" Hot Boi shows his agreement by
reaching over to unzip Marc's jeans. theirs is the only flip-flop fuck in the movie. After Hot Boi can't stand any more
pounding, he tells Williams, "My ass can't take any more of this shit but I bet yours can."
Kamrun returns as a top this time, in a scene with D.J. They need money, and Kamrun decides to peddle D.J.'s ass, but
he wants to try it first. If D.J.'s cock sucking skills were known in advance to prospective clients, they'd be lined up for
blocks. This thug has body language: it's in his lips, his head, the hollowing of his cheeks and the way he moves his neck
and shoulders while he's bob-bob-bobbin' like the red robin on Kamrun's cock. Kamrun sucks and rims D.J. briefly in
return before fucking him. After cumming, Kamrun spends another few seconds in D.J.'s talented mouth while D.J. jacks
off.
Justin Blade and white boy Hench Ramos relieve the boredom by inventing a card game that gives them an excuse to
get naked. I've no idea what you call the piece of furniture on the set, but it has to have been designed with fucking in
mind. Hench is the first to lose all his clothes, which in this game means he's the first to get sucked and rimmed. But
Blade ain't gonna any further satisfaction of his own unless he overcomes his shyness and ditches the pants. Hench
squeals and moans while he's getting fucked, and Blade jacks him to orgasm while he's fucking him &mdash; the only
scene in the movie where the partners don't separate and jack off separately to climax.
D.J.'s first customer is Aaron Ridge (still chewing gum), who keeps him waiting. D.J. is already naked so all Ridge has to
do is pull out his cock and let D.J. get to it while Ridge removes the rest of his clothes. D.J. ends up on his back, getting
face-fucked and tea-bagged. The oral part of the scene is not as showy as D.J.'s earlier scene, and there's no rimming.
In fact, Ridge's performance here is strictly by the numbers.
Unless somebody is filming a remake of Lolita, there oughta be a law against allowing models to chew gum onscreen. It
looks bad, it sounds bad, it causes mumbled dialog and you can't give a decent blow job with gum in your mouth. I could
probably come up with another six reasons and give you a Letterman-style presentation. If you're Brando, gum might
work to your benefit, but most others ought to set it aside. In the case of Aaron Ridge, it doesn't give him any street cred
and it only accentuates a blah performance.
When you watch Thugz Gone Wild, do yourself a favor and watch the two Ridge scenes first. Then hunker down for the
good stuff.
The DVD has scene selection, trailers, web link; 131 minutes. Letterboxed.
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